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 LITERATURE AND POWER*

 By LIONEL TRILLING

 SOMETIMES we of the English-teaching profession must wonder whether
 our social function is anything more than pious-whether we are ex-

 pected to do more than perform levitical chores in the temple of the respected

 forgotten dead. We begin to suspect, a little neurotically, that all practical men
 regard us with contempt and tolerate us only because they believe we pick up
 certain secret magics in the course of our mortuary duties. We can make no
 claim to the certainties of the physical sciences, cannot share in the explanation
 of the universe or in the creation of material goods. Nor can we, on the other
 hand, claim the immediacy and utility of the social sciences and say that we

 teach the arts of social organization or what is becoming to the good citizen.
 If we are proud and honest, we retire to an animal faith in our enterprise.

 But it is hard to keep silent when all around us we hear society requiring that,
 in its hour of crisis, all its elements justify themselves by their works. We want

 to respond as do our colleague-disciplines, to explain how wholly at one we are
 with society, how we deserve our place because we too teach an art of knowl-

 edge and control. It is natural that we should want to make this affirmation;
 but perhaps from our having made it spring all our errors, our indecisions and
 our false busy-ness.

 Our confusions are not new but times of crisis make us unusually aware

 of them. It may therefore be salutary to recall that the time in which our pro-
 fession got its start was itself one of crisis and that some of our most basic errors
 came from responding to its necessities. Sometimes it is said that Matthew Arnold
 shaped the academic opinions of our time, and the judgment is, I think, accu-

 rate, needing only the modification that it was the more vigorous and
 memorable of these opinions that Arnold shaped. He may even be said to have

 established the teaching of English as an academic profession - I have in mind,
 of course, his whole critical career, but especially the lecture in which he first

 struck its note, his inaugural address as the Oxford Professor of Poetry. The
 language, the title and the intention of that address are all worth remarking: it
 was the first lecture by an Oxford Professor of Poetry to be delivered in

 English; it was called "On the Modern Element in Literature"; and it advanced

 as a prime critical canon a quality it called adequacy.
 In speaking of the adequacy-that is, the ability to cope with an

 age -and of the modernity of literary works, Arnold was doing no more than

 *First published in The Kenyon Review (11:4), Autumn 1940.
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 to make explicit and bring into the university what had in fact been the most

 remarkable characteristic of literature since the French Revolution. It had

 been the chief effort of the romantics of the right, the left and the center to

 create a literature of function and even of conscious function. Intensely aware

 of their time, they undertook to cope with it by formulating problems and even

 by solving them, by directing men's energies, organizing their emotions, cor-

 recting their mistakes. They put their private feelings at the disposal of a widely

 public weal. Of this tendency Wordsworth is example enough and we can

 understand why the young Arnold, brought up under Wordsworth's personal

 influence and soaked in the idiom of romantic poetry, felt that Shakespeare,

 man of a more private day, was a baffling puzzle.

 Yet Arnold was himself too much of a poet to believe that adequacy

 could be gained through doctrine alone and, especially in his youth, he was

 devoted to the silent and formal aspects of art; whenever he wrote to Clough

 on a literary subject it was to try to persuade his earnest friend that style and
 form are important above all other things. Then, during his later years, he had
 too robust a sense of the way the world goes to believe that literature could be
 a finally determinative factor in society. But although Arnold's modifications

 are supremely important in his thought, he was always sure that literature was

 not merely a symptom of civilization but actually a civilizing agent.
 It is not a new explanation of this more or less sudden sense of literature's

 function to say that it was, among other things, a response to the diminution

 of the power of religion. Spinoza had suggested to both Coleridge and Arnold
 that the Holy Spirit which inspired the Bible was the same power that con-

 tinued to inspire true poets. Arnold's theory of religion -that when it was truly

 poetry it was a religious utterance-was the very essence of romantic theory.
 Literature, we may say, came to be the medium and the repository of the

 ethical values and the feelings that had once been peculiar to religion. And
 literature became even more. Carlyle, under the influence of Goethe, for-
 mulated the notion of the Man of Letters as not only a priest but as a hero and

 a seer and thus made him co-equal with the political leader and the rival of the

 scientist. In short, literature took upon itself the very greatest responsibilities
 and arrogated to itself the most effective powers.

 Meanwhile the schools were ready for a new humanistic subject. The old
 training in the classics has never fallen wholly into disrepute in England; never-

 theless it did suffer from the fire of the exponents of a more positivist and a
 more democratic training. A growth of national feeling bolstered the pride in
 the national literature. A new generation begrudged the time required for what
 was after all the merest acquaintance with the literature of the old languages.

 And so, partly to replace the classics, and sanctified by social, religious and

 political considerations, and doubly sanctified by the possibilities it offered for
 scientific understanding, literature entered the universities and the universities
 became the churches of the secular Word.

 We can understand how all this should have seemed very natural. In a
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 culture increasingly preoccupied with the problems of control and of knowl-

 edge for power, it was scarcely possible that literature should not believe that
 its very survival depended upon its being equally capable with other disciplines

 to share in the management of the world. And we cannot withhold our moral

 admiration from the ready courage with which it met its new task.

 With literature offering this new rationale for itself, it was to be expected

 that the professors of literature should follow suit. How better could they
 justify themselves and their subject than by proclaiming that the essence of

 literature is indeed power, moral, political or scientific, and that they them-
 selves were moralists, politicians and scientists? They thus committed them-
 selves to a difficult task, an impossible task. In so far as they tried to acquit
 themselves of it creditably, certai:n individuals did indeed achieve stature and

 distinction. But as a professional undertaking their program could not suc-
 ceed-because literature itself could not but fail in its own intention of being
 religion, science and politics. We must note, however, that when literature

 fails as religion, science and politics, it does not necessarily fail as literature.
 But when the academic profession of literature assumes for its subject and for

 itself an impossible task, it must in the end face its own negation.
 The latest work of a distinguished professor shows how this can come

 about. H. V. Routh's Toward the 20th Century is in some ways the most

 satisfactory history of 19th Century literature I know of. Its scholarship is
 wide and sound; it is brilliantly aware of the difficulties to which the writers of

 the time responded; it is critically very sensitive. Yet, because of one assump-
 tion that it makes, Mr. Routh's book has an odd invalidity. Mr. Routh believes

 that literature has a spiritual function-namely, to respond effectively to the
 spiritual troubles of its age. It must, according to this view, make a synthesis
 of life, resolve the cultural contradictions which make the good life difficult. It
 is with this assumption that Mr. Routh judges the literature of the last century.

 He finds-could he find anything else? -that none of it does what it should

 have done. Some works do some things, some do others, but none does all or
 enough. In short, the literature of the 19th Century was a noble failure. But
 how can it be otherwise when it is required to serve, if not as dogma, at least as

 a gospel?

 The result is that Mr. Routh is committed to the instruction of a subject-
 matter which he considers inadequate and mistaken. And whoever proceeds on
 Mr. Routh's basically religious view of literature will, if he is equally honest
 and intelligent, come to this same unfortunate position. A man like V. L.
 Parrington, whose large and sympathetic figure has had so great an influence

 on ideas about American literature, was less concerned than Mr. Routh with
 spiritual matters; but Parrington's political preoccupation yielded very similar
 results. For him, two such commanding personages in American literature as

 Hawthorne and Henry James are not much more than interesting failures

 because they did not offer effective answers to the problems of their time.
 In other words, as soon as we make it a prime requirement for literature
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 that it be effective, as soon as we ask that it do, first of all, the work of the will

 and earn its living by constructive activity, we are left with a subject of con-

 fessed inadequacy on our hands.

 It is in this way that the frankly religious-political attitude to literature
 works itself out. But there are two other attitudes which, like this one, express

 our culture's exclusive concern with knowledge for the purpose of control. One
 of these is the belief that literature is primarily a material for scientific in-
 vestigation. The other is the belief that literature is primarily a material for the

 historical imagination.
 Of the excesses of the "scientific" attitude toward literature we have all

 had our hard thoughts. Indeed, we might almost wonder if the time may not
 have come for us to let up in our criticism of it. For although its values are not

 so important as its exponents think, it has contributed more to our under-
 standing than we are sometimes willing to admit and its excesses should not

 discredit its virtues. Yet it must be spoken of, if only for the sake of complete-
 ness, as another example of literature as a concern of the will, in this case of
 the will expressed not through literature itself but through the scientific under-
 standing taking literature as its object. It is worth noting about this method of

 study that, except in its most interesting and difficult aspects, it can be com-
 petently handled, like routine work in the physical sciences, by people of nor-
 mally mediocre intelligence; it is therefore an excellent subject for examina-
 tion. And so, in an expanding educational system, in a culture not wholly sure

 of its values, it offered itself as the best available method of graduate study,
 especially as it had the prestige of its scientific assumptions.

 But the scientific attitude reached the plateau of its influence some time
 back; the historical attitude, by reason of its inherent progressivism, is in the
 ascendant. It takes over where science leaves off at philology, bibliography and
 the belief that the understanding of "influences" is the understanding of a work
 of art. For the historical attitude great educational claims are made-most
 recently by L. C. Knights in a persuasive essay in the Southern Review
 (Winter, 1939). These claims are not necessarily extravagant. The historical

 imagination is a wonderfully humanizing faculty which, when developed, as in
 most people it is not, has the power of irradiating a great deal of human life.
 Of its practical value in politics, which is so often spoken of, one may be skep-
 tical enough; as a method for instructing the student in the right social at-
 titudes, it seems to me to depend entirely on the rightness of the teacher's own
 social attitudes; but as an almost aesthetic experience it can have a great philo-
 sophical and ethical value. It is needless to point out that literature has always
 been aware of these advantages of the historical imagination and has not only
 served it but has been gladly served by it.

 But the conjunction of the historical and literary imaginations is not
 what is usually meant when history and literature are joined. On the contrary,
 what is much too often meant is not even that literature is a part of history,
 like battles and elections, but that literature can help us to an understanding of
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 LIONEL TRILLING I23

 history. That is, history is supposed to be the weather, of which literature is the

 recording barometer.'

 Now, from the point of view of history itself, there is something

 mistaken in regarding an integral event as an instrument of indication. Still,

 from the point of view of literature, there is in principle nothing wrong with

 literature being a datum in the study of history. But from the point of view of

 literature, there is something wrong when, in its study, the historical attitude

 comes to transform the literary work from a living thing to a dead datum. And

 this the historical method of our time must do, for by its usual assumptions a

 literary work is a wholly conditioned thing, a nearly mechanical response to

 economic or social events.

 The questioning of the literary validity of certain methods of literary

 study does not, I hope, imply the belief in such a thing as "purity" in art, or

 sacrosanctity. Any method which can bring enlightenment to literature is ap-

 propriate. Questions of philology, of biography, of social life, of literary

 tradition are all essential to the understanding of a literary work. And what is

 more, any single work of literature is no one thing, fixed and immutable, but

 changes as our interests in it change.

 But on the other hand, there is always the danger that all the multifarious

 processes which necessarily go on about literature will substitute themselves

 for literature itself. Perhaps we are all so habituated to substituting the pro-
 cesses that elucidate the object for the object itself that when one says
 "literature itself" the dismal notion of "purity" comes up again. An analogy
 with music-teaching may set things right. In the teaching of music to non-

 technical students, most devices of instruction seem to have failed. The old

 method of "explaining the meaning," of ferocious epithets and biographical

 gossip, has succeeded only in being ludicrous; the more recent method,
 whereby a setting of Kulturgeschichte is supposed to prepare the way to the

 music, is more "advanced" but not much more to the point. Apparently the

 best that can be done is that minimal method (of which B. H. Haggin is a well-
 known exponent) which limits itself to the elucidation of the form and the

 isolation of the component parts of the piece. More than this in the way of

 pedagogy music seems to sweep aside; it insists on being a self-explanatory ex-
 perience even for its least learned lover. For him the music does not depend on
 its social relevance or on its place in history; it has validity in itself and listen-

 ing to it is not an "investigation" or an "understanding" of the mistakes of a

 past culture. It is an experience, a contemplative experience, and its value lies
 in being just that.

 Contemplative experience has dangerous connotations. We think at once

 of active thought and in our time we know which of the two is the better, for
 we have in mind purposive, constructive action which, in a time of crisis,

 'I have mentioned Mr. Knights's essay and therefore I should say that it specifically warns
 against just this doubtful technique.
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 seems the only possible way of survival. Well, crisis requires its sacrifices, but
 it is a good rule to sacrifice one's interests, if one must, by suspending them

 rather than by distorting them. For normal life, at any rate, contemplative ex-

 perience is indispensable. Such, it seems, is the opinion of the great mass of

 people, for by contemplative experience I mean those pursuits in which the

 faculties, though engaged, are concerned with their own exercise chiefly; for

 the mass of people such experience takes the form of engaging in difficult
 sports or watching complicated games. Traditionally this interest is set in op-

 position to the culturally superior interest in the fine arts, but actually the two
 interests have a greater affinity than the intellectual chooses to believe. There

 are relatively few good records of what people feel in practising or watching

 their sports but it is clear that, after certain social factors, such as competition,

 have been abstracted, there remains a deep absorption, an intuitive apprecia-
 tion of style and an almost mystical interest in technique. And it is for these
 things as much as anything else that the mass of people cherish their sports; in
 the sense that I have used the phrase, they offer the opportunity for con-

 templative experience and thus, in a mute way, seem to justify life.
 It will not hurt us to think of literature as having to compete with these

 interests. True, literature starts with a certain disadvantage, for it cannot avoid
 being concerned with purposive activity. The emotions of activity and the
 words men use in their business are its very material. It even brings into its or-

 bit the very documents of activity-of politics, for example-when they have
 certain qualities, and it calls these literature too. But however concerned it may
 be with purposive activity, literature in its essence is concerned primarily with

 how the act is done and how its own powers deal with the act. This interest in
 how and the intense pleasure it can afford are what literature has traditionally
 tried to create. More and more, however, literature, concerning itself with the

 effective validity of what is done in the world of practice and what it can itself

 bring about in that world, grows indifferent to its own questions of style and
 form, and almost in proportion to what it explicitly claims for itself in respon-
 sibility. If we try to prophesy from the available evidence, what we can almost
 see for the future is the development of two kinds of literature -a literature of
 duty and a literature of pleasure. To this unfortunate state of affairs, if it
 comes about, the academic profession of literature will have contributed.

 And if we abandon the idea of literature as an independent, contempla-

 tive experience, as a pleasure, a "gay knowledge," if we continue to make it
 conform to philosophies of immediate ends-trying, that is, to bring it into
 line with physical science, ethical religion and prognosticative history -and do
 not keep clear its own particular nature, we shall be contributing to the loss of
 two things of the greatest social value. Of these one is the possibility which art
 offers of an experience that is justified in itself, of nearly unconditioned living.
 Upon such experience, or even the close approach to it, we have learned to
 turn hostile faces; that is one of the strategic errors of our culture, for in the
 long run the possibility of such experience is a social necessity.
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 The second thing we will lose is the awareness-it is ultimately practi-
 cal -which comes only from the single-minded contemplation of works that
 arise from the artist's own contemplation of events and objects; this is an
 awareness of the qualities of things. In the realm of art we call these qualities
 style, in the realm of morals we call them character, in the realm of politics we
 have no name for them but they are finally important. To these qualities,
 especially in times of crisis, society seems to be stolidly indifferent; actually
 they are, after survival, the great social concern.

 Perhaps all this says no more than that literature is an art, but perhaps
 the tendency of our profession permits one now to say a thing so simple. Each
 of the methods of literary study has no doubt its good reason for existence in
 the republic of letters. But if literature and the teaching of it are to justify
 themselves as themselves and not as handmaids of other disciplines, and if they
 are to have their proper influence, those who study and those who teach must
 have as the common element of their various methods the knowledge of what
 literature is. In our time, this is not an especially easy knowledge.
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